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Virtual Art Club 

Here are some more Van Gogh inspired paintings from 
Ms Stephens virtual Art Club. Well done boys. Your 
paintings are stunning. 

Below left: Harry (Y4)        Below right: Ollie G (Owls) 

           Spotted on Seesaw                   

Yet more excellent work spotted on Seesaw this week. 
It was hard to choose. In the first row below we have  
Wrens: Lucie retelling the story of the leaky boat, Lily 
teaching her younger brother and Sophie doing her ice 
experiment. 

The row below shows some work from Owls—Leo learn-
ing about the body and Felix’s art work showing warm 

and cold colours.  

Also spotted on Seesaw—some 
imaginative ways of learning. I 
liked Poppy’s (Y3) method of divi-
sion using Lego and look at 

these two pictures of Charlotte’s (Y5) work. Below left 
is her clever recording of Victorian inventions/

discoveries and right shows her 
wooden bridge in DT which was 
strong enough to hold 12 tin cans! 
Well done everyone—keep working 

hard!      

                              This Week’s Awards     
   Writer of the Week       
 Oscar (Year 6) for his descriptive writing 
using an impressive range of vocabulary and 
sentence openers 

  Mathematician of the Week  
 Isabel (Year 3) who has been working so 

hard on Maths activities                                    

   Reader of the Week 
Jacob (Year 4) for great improvement in fluency and 
pace 

                Citizens of the Week 
Isabelle (Wrens) for being happy for her friends that 
were mentioned in the newsletter 
Lily B (Wrens) for helping to teach her younger 
brother 
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Birthdays 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Happy Birthday To … 
 

Jensen (Year 3) January 19th 

Evie E (Year 5) January 20th 

Ayla (Year 4) January 22nd 

 

  

 
  

This Weekend—Big Bird Watch 
 

This weekend is the RSPB Big Bird Watch. All 
you have to do is spend an hour counting the 
birds you see in your garden or from your 
balcony, then record what you see. It really is 
that simple! Click on the link below for more 
details. 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/birdwatch/ 


